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          My dear if you could give me a cup of tea to clear my muddle of a head I should better understand your affairs.

          

          Charles Dickens
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          Tea to the English is really a picnic indoors.

          

          Alice Walker
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          Sir, I did not count your glasses of wine, why should you number up my cups of tea?

          

          Samuel Johnson
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          While her lips talked culture, her heart was planning to invite him to tea

          

          E.M. Forster
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          If you are cold, tea will warm you;

          if you are too heated, it will cool you;

          If you are depressed, it will cheer you;

          If you are excited, it will calm you.

          

          William Ewart Gladstone
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          Tea! Bless ordinary everyday afternoon tea!

          

          Agatha Christie
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          There are few hours in life more agreeable than the hour dedicated to the ceremony known as afternoon tea

          

          Henry James



        
      

    

    
      
        Relax and take pleasure in the elegance of Afternoon Tea

        Charlotte and Patsy welcome you to Everything Stops for Tea.  We are situated in Worcestershire and pride ourselves in catering and serving excellent quintessential  English teas in the comfort of your own home or a venue of your choice.

        Whatever the occasion, whatever the event, we can provide you and your guests with a delicious, traditional Afternoon Tea. Savour delectable sandwiches and mouth watering homemade cakes all served on exquisite vintage bone china and set out on hand embroidered vintage table cloths. You and your guests can not fail to enjoy  the style and sophistication of this traditional  English custom whilst also having fun with your friends, family and guests.
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          A Very English Tradition
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        Whether you are having an intimate party or larger gathering, Everything Stops for Tea will make your occasion delightful.[image: ]

        We will arrive in plenty of time to set out our exquisite china, cutlery and cake stands onto vintage table cloths along with fresh flowers and the food from the menu you have chosen. We will then discreetly leave allowing you to enjoy your traditional English tea with your guests (unless you have chosen the option for us to stay and serve), returning at an agreed time to collect the dirty plates and linen. On our departure you can just relax happy in the knowledge that we are doing all the washing up!!

      

      
        Special Occasions

        Our aim is to make your party unforgettable. We will gladly help you choose from our wide range of china and accessories to create the right feel for your event..

        .[image: ]

        Everything Stops for Tea caters for

        	Birthdays
	Anniversaries
	Funerals
	Retirements
	Christenings
	Baby Showers
	Hen Parties
	Corporate events
	Photoshoots
	Garden parties


        China Hire

        If you are catering for your own event, including weddings, please take a look at our extensive range of crockery, cutlery, cloths and glasses. Please see terms and conditions for more details.
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